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Abstract  

As a part of industrial mass production, the field of design has been deeply 

involved in the exploitation of natural resources. In design, better ways to 

approach the nonhuman-human relation are needed. In this article, we 

contribute by exploring how more-than-human perspectives can be used 

to engage with this relationship, and more specifically, by focusing on how 

the fields of design and craft relate to more-than-human worlds. Crafts are 

relevant as they are practices of making that preceded and exist beyond 

mass production. In design studies, more-than-human notions and 

posthumanist frameworks are still new. Although recent studies mention 

design in the context of more-than-human, they do not thoroughly 

integrate it within relationships between craft and design.  

Through positioning a more-than-human approach within the craft-design 

relationship, the design field can learn from and shift to a more equal 

understanding between humans and nonhumans. The article addresses 

this by describing emerging craft and design practices, and by providing 

textile examples. Non-western textiles and their motifs are given as 

example artefacts that consider traditional and Indigenous knowledge in 

more-than-human worlds. By looking at these motifs from more-than-

human perspectives, we suggest that design and craft can deliver a new 

approach for addressing nonhumans in human-made things. 

Keywords: More-than-human worlds; craft and design; motifs; textile 

design; felting; decolonising design 
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Introduction 

The geological age known as the Anthropocene was declared because of 

humans’ irreversible exploitation of the planet, which in turn has created 

significant problems that have impacted nature and triggered climate 

change. It is argued that the start of the Anthropocene traces back to the 

consequences of the Industrial Revolution, such as the change into mass 

production, industrialisation, and the irreversible exploitation of natural 

resources (Crutzen, 2002). According to Crutzen (Ibid: 23), the age of the 

Anthropocene, or the `human age’, `could have started in the latter part 

of the eighteenth century, when analyses of air trapped in polar ice 

showed the beginning of growing global concentrations of carbon dioxide 

and methane’. Crutzen also notes that this date coincides with `James 

Watt’s design of the steam engine in 1784’ (Ibid).   

With the age of the Anthropocene, it is clear that humans should 

reconsider their relationship with the environment. This reality implies 

that design studies should find ways to question and help redirect the 

development by rethinking what design practices and processes can 

include (Tarcan et al., 2022). Furthermore, design studies have a moral 

imperative to rethink relationships with the world. Turning to design’s 

relation to crafts is then relevant, as crafts are making practices that 

existed before and are performed beyond industrialisation and mass 

production (Tonkinwise, 2022). In this article, design and craft fields are 

discussed through their relationship in history, and how this relationship 

relates to more-than-human approaches. The notion more-than-human, 

first introduced by Abram (1996), refers to the elements of the earthly 

nature and environment. We refer to more-than-human as a term that 

aims to overcome the current modern dichotomies between nature and 

culture (Souza Júnior, 2021), and understanding the world from broader 

perspectives, such as living with nonhumans. Here, we argue that design 

and craft, largely understood as Anthropocentric or human-centred 

practices and activities, should be rethought from a more-than-human 

perspective.  

Decentralising humans in design studies would help address problems 

caused by the Anthropocene as it would encourage positive and reciprocal 

human and more-than-human ecological relations of co-existence. 

Consequently, in this article we discuss how design can turn into a more-

than-human practice through several approaches, including craft. We 

suggest that looking through more-than-human ways of knowing could 

contribute to the decolonisation of design (Abdulla et al., 2019), an 

emerging movement that suggests designing for anti-oppressive futures, 

listening to Indigenous experiences and challenging Eurocentrism 

(Tunstall, 2013).  
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The article first clarifies the significance of design in the Anthropocene, 

and why a more-than-human approach is needed in design and craft 

studies. Next, textiles and their motifs are introduced as more-than-

human entities and are discussed as an example to reconsider more-than-

humans in everyday life through artefacts, continuing the design and craft 

relationship. Textiles provide a starting point for a wider 

reconceptualisation of the human-nonhuman relation and more-than-

human design, contributing to a future research agenda related to more-

than-human worlds and design. Afterward, the article explores how design 

and craft concepts are related to each other. By investigating possibilities 

for employing more-than-human perspectives and decolonial practices in 

design through the example of textiles, we seek to find out how we can 

better approach the nonhuman-human relationship in the field of design, 

and how we, as humans and nonhumans can better coexist in the 

Anthropocene epoch.  

Design in Relation to the Anthropocene and More-Than-

Human Worlds 

Design as a field is placed prominently under the influences of 

Eurocentrism and anthropocentrism (Escobar, 2018; Forlano, 2017, Fry, 

2009). As humans, we live in an artificial world, surrounded by objects. 

Nevertheless, we should reconsider the creation of artificial things or 

artefacts that add to the artificial, non-natural world we co-inhabit. The 

Anthropocene and more-than-human influences become important for 

defining future conditions.  

Non-anthropocentric understandings of practices and more-than-human 

worlds can be approached from different perspectives. In this article, the 

terms ‘more-than-human',  ‘nonhuman’, and ‘other-than-humans' refer to 

all things that are not human, such as nonhuman natures, environment, 

animals and materials. More-than-human research consists of 

contributions from different fields, such as multispecies research, animal 

geographies, ecofeminism, environmental humanities, human-animal 

studies, new materialism, queer ecologies, science and technology studies, 

and more (Bastian et al., 2017). As Tsing (2013: 27) writes, we ‘are made 

in entangling relations with significant others’. While many studies 

consider these approaches, there remains a need to address the 

Anthropocene and more-than-human research further from craft-design 

relationships, and through non-Eurocentric perspectives. 

Design as an act of making and remaking is a ‘world-shaping force’ (Fry, 

2009). As Fry (Ibid: 3) states, ‘we have become too dependent on the 

artificial worlds that we have designed, fabricated and occupied’. As 

designers are involved in creating artificial artefacts with various processes 
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and techniques, a way to rethink how designers deal with designing and 

making objects could be through non-anthropocentric and non-

Eurocentric approaches, such as the usage of natural materials, or 

rethinking design processes from different worldviews such as ancient 

cultures or non-Western frameworks. There are many movements and 

opportunities that can challenge human-centred design approaches.  

As one of these challengers, the more-than-human concept helps humans 

reposition themselves within a network of others and acknowledge the 

interdependencies. This can potentially help address the problems caused 

by the Anthropocene and shift the field of design towards more 

responsible, ethical, inclusive and environmentally friendly approaches. 

Approaches that decentralise humans in design, can also decolonise 

practices. For instance, through the decolonising design movement 

(Tunstall, 2013) designers’ roles could be reframed, such as being 

facilitators for alternative modes of being and becoming (Schultz et al., 

2018), which could lead to more equal practices in design. 

Human-centred design (sometimes referred to as user-centred design) has 

been the core theory in design since the 1980s, although one might argue 

that humans have been prioritising their own needs long before that. 

Bringing more-than-human perspectives into design methods and 

processes could help reconsider design’s human-centrism. The different 

sides that challenge human-centeredness in design involve technology or 

environment-related approaches. For instance, design studies related to 

posthumanism (Forlano, 2017) primarily focus on technological issues and 

how they relate to more-than-human perspectives, or non-

anthropocentrism (DiSalvo & Lukens, 2011).  

Although design is mainly human-centred, recent studies discuss how 

design can be more-than-human as a practice, as a field or an activity, and 

claim that a shift towards more ecological and sustainable approaches are 

necessary (Roudavski, 2021). Many studies focus on technology-based 

factors and how they are leading to a more-than-human design field (such 

as Internet of Things, Human-Computer-Interaction). Some studies also 

draw on philosophies related to placing objects at the centre, such as 

animism, Object Oriented Ontology (OOO), or focus on the environment, 

nature and sustainability. Involving more-than-human actors in design can 

lead to a more equal agency when positioning humans and nonhumans in 

the field. Giaccardi and Redström (2020: 9) state that the future of design 

practices may be different to how they emerged ‘as a response to 

industrialization‘, if we take designing as making ‘some-thing for some-

one‘. They emphasise the need to go into a ‘more-than-human design 

practice‘, by suggesting that ‘in a more than-human world of design and 

designing, outcomes and experiences are the result of dynamic interplay 
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between people and networked computational things, as well as between 

things and other things’ (Ibid: 10). These points relate to making-with and 

learning from the natural world, material or other entities, as they all 

signify a relational aspect and equal positioning of the actors. 

Challenging human-centred design could be possible by placing the object 

or artefacts in the centre of the practice. As it leads to alternative ways of 

thinking, thinking of objects as equals to others could trigger more-than-

human thinking in design studies. OOO is a philosophical theory that takes 

every entity as equal (Harman, 2015). Therefore, humans are elements of 

philosophical interest, but are not the sole elements (Bogost, 2012). 

Bogost (Ibid: 6) in ‘Alien Phenomenology' states that ‘OOO puts things at 

the centre of being. We humans are elements, but not the sole elements, 

of philosophical interest. OOO contends that nothing has special status, 

but that everything exists equally—plumbers, cotton, bonobos, DVD 

players, and sandstone, for example’. In other words, according to Bogost 

(2012: 11), ‘everything equally exists’ but ‘things do not exist equally’. For 

example, we as humans and nonhuman animals equally exist, but as 

humans, we place ourselves superior to them, and because of this 

hierarchy, we don’t exist equally. For design and craft studies, this signifies 

the importance of acknowledging non-binary approaches when rethinking 

how design processes can change. 

Some other notions, such as animism also have objects as a central 

interest. Animism is the notion that nonhumans have a personhood, which 

is an emergent property of them having an inner soul or spirit (Marenko, 

2014). These notions are employed in design studies. For instance, 

Marenko gives the example of smartphones to describe how animism 

relates to human’s relationship with objects, claiming that animistic 

tendencies are apparent: 

In a sense, the smartphone has morphed into a trusted friend, with its 

own presence, voice, and distinct personality…Our smartphone 

becomes an extension of our own cognition and emotions. Because of 

this animated and responsive presence, we often end up treating our 

smartphone as if it is alive. (Marenko, 2014: 221)  

However, there is a difference between animism/Amerindian 

perspectivism and OOO/speculative realism. In their article ‘Design 

Research and Object-Oriented Ontology’, Lindley, Akmal et al. (2020) show 

how flat ontologies, rather than distributing spiritual qualities to things as 

in animism, can be used by design studies scholars. They explain how 

design research can employ OOO, through some case studies that involve 

design projects of tarot cards, an app, a board game, a living room and a 

kettle. Through all these projects, they aimed to develop a new 

understanding of the smart technologies through their relations, often 
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called the Internet of Things, and to encourage further discussions on how 

OOO relates to design. While their approach is from socio-technical design 

research, they emphasise that OOO encourages experimentation. They 

demonstrate how OOO can be combined with different ways of seeing and 

thinking. 

Textiles as a Way to Communicate – Symbols as More-Than-

Human Entities 

In this section, we take textiles as an example of craft-design relationships 

and discuss how they can be reconsidered through more-than-human 

worldviews. Textiles have a rich and long history in design and craft studies 

and provide relevant frameworks to discuss emerging topics of 

decolonising design and post or non-Anthropocentrism.   

We take design not as a consumer-centric practice to sell products to 

users, but as meaning-making or ‘making sense of things’ (Krippendorff, 

1989: 9), and a practice that affects our daily life and experiences. The 

emphasis is not on whether the following textile examples are made for 

other humans or other living beings, it is about how design can be a 

facilitator to change worldviews. Designers ‘co-create the world with 

others (humans and non-humans) with whom we live in co-existence’ 

(Escobar, 2012: 18). Therefore, it is possible to approach more-than-

human perspectives through design and craft, from multiple perspectives. 

Furthermore, we emphasise that design and craft are changing, holistic 

and reflective practices (Schön, 1992). 

Of all the crafts, Dormer (1997) claims that textiles are the least marginal, 

referring especially to the woven cloth. He offers two reasons for this 

outcome: one is the basic technology of textile crafts, the other lies in the 

continuation between craftsperson, production designer, amateur and 

professional (Ibid). He defines a `fluidity’ in the art, design, and practice of 

woven textiles (Ibid: 168). Fluidity in craft-making through more-than-

human worlds is also apparent through the practice itself.  

The more-than-human relationship is apparent within the textiles 

themselves. An example of how ancient cultures manifested their 

relationship with other-than-humans (such as the natural world, trees or 

birds, and a plurality of ecologies) was through symbols used in textiles. 

These symbols are a way of communication and language, which 

emphasises a more-than-human relationship with nature. We believe that 

ancient artefacts with symbols from old tribes and traditional culture can 

be investigated further through more-than-human approaches to see how 

this relationship can be revived or taken back to life. As symbols in textiles 

were used as a communication method, we suggest that they can be 

applied to communicate a more-than-human relationship in 
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contemporary culture. Looking from these ways of knowing can inform 

studies in decolonising design, which we interpret as moving away from 

Eurocentrism. These textiles, motifs and symbols have been studied in 

craft and design fields, but studies that interpret them through non-

Anthropocentric and non-Eurocentric perspectives are not common. In 

this study, we are thus interpreting textiles, motifs and symbols through 

non-anthropocentric and non-Eurocentric perspectives. The examples 

included here were selected through a literature review on textiles and 

supplemented with a field study. The review was made to find examples 

of felt made and woven carpets, which have an importance in Turkish 

textile history. Turkish textile history was relevant as it provides examples 

on human-nature-culture relationships, and Berilsu Tarcan’s field study 

was conducted in Turkey. Furthermore, we think that this can provide 

further thought to discuss more-than-human worldviews through 

decolonisation of design.  

The initial aim was to find artefacts that could exemplify human-

nonhuman relationships. In the examples, we focus on the interpretation 

of motifs, which communicate visually through nature-related symbols 

such as birds, the tree of life and the sun. These examples can be studied 

further, or designers and makers can be encouraged to re-explore the 

motifs from more-than-human and multispecies perspectives. 

Figure 1: Felt Beam from Karadirlik Village, Turkey, made by Mehmet Göçer (Source: Soysaldi, 1998: 73). 

 

When the fibres and patterns are interwoven with each other, for instance 

in felting, the practice and process can be considered as a more-than-

human activity, with the wool material and different stages of patterns 

coming together on the felted or woven surface. Consequently, we show 

some examples of textiles with felting, a craft technique that is mostly 

made by compressing wool fibres with pressure. As a craft-design 

relationship example, this practice can be a way to re-engage with 

environmental influences among us, referring to the symbols from old 
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cultures and nature. For example, Figure 1 shows a felt beam example 

from Karadirlik, a Yoruk (Turkic nomads, a term that is derived from 

`yörümek’ in Turkish, which means `to walk’) village in Turkey. The felt 

beam is a master feltmaker’s work and contains several motifs. In the 

middle, a circular medallion with the sun, its rays, and the expression of 

rotation in an orbit can be seen. There are rectangular medallions in the 

direction of the two short sides of the middle coin. The rhombus in the 

middle of these medallions is surrounded by four-petalled, flower-like 

shapes with filled corners (Soysaldi, 1998: 76).   

Figure 2: Patterns from Arif Cön’s felting workshop in Turkey, that signify a more-than-human relationship through symbols 
such as birds that refer to nomadic culture, from a field study (Source: Tarcan, 2021). 

 

Similarly, images in Figure 2, taken in feltmakers craft workshops in Tire, 

Izmir, demonstrate motifs that give reference to nomadic culture and 

more-than-humans. The bird motif, according to the feltmaker who owns 

the workshop, is a Yoruk symbol that had been used for ages. It is known 

that the bird motif has been a common symbol in the geography of 

Anatolia. For instance, in the pre-Islam period of Turkish art, the bird was 

the symbol of the soul (Eycil and Us, 2019). It is also known that shamans 

knew birds as helpers and as protector souls (Ibid). The age of this symbol 

goes back to many ancient societies such as Hittite, Urartu, Lydia, 

Pergamon and is used as decoration in carpets and pottery (Yozgat, 2019). 

The bird motif references the human-nature relationship. 
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Figure 3: An example analysis of patterns from an 18th century carpet from Konya, Turkey.  
The carpet is held in Vakiflar Hali Muzesi, Istanbul, as inventory nr. 102. (Source: Kültür ve Turizm Bakanlığı, No: 81, 2006). 

 

Likewise, many handwoven carpets demonstrate more-than-human 

motifs. In Figure 3, an example carpet from the Konya region in Turkey is 

shown, with motifs (ordered from top to bottom in Figure 3, left image) of 

burdock, dragon, carnation, tulip, bird, rose, the tree of life and running 

water. These motifs all have different meanings and relations, which have 

been analysed and discussed from fields such as craft and art history. The 

tree of life is an example of an element that is known in many cultures, 

and can mean fertility, immortality, luck, abundance, health, and getting 

rid of illness (Agac and Sakarya, 2015). It is apparent in many rugs from 

Turkey, such as the example in Figure 3 (left and right). Other motifs such 

as bird, dragon, burdock, tulip, rose, carnation, and running water are also 

elements of nature and can be taken as more-than-human entities in 

relation with humans. We suggest that these motifs can be considered as 

more-than-human entities and emphasised as elements that bring back 

nature in artefacts we use.  

Design and Craft Relationship  

In this article, we argue that a way to challenge the dominant human-

centeredness and anthropocentrism in design could be through re-

exploring craft and design relationships.  Having introduced examples of 

textiles made through feltmaking and weaving, we next turn our attention 

to how more-than-human and decolonial perspectives can help position 

design and craft studies in de-anthropocentric discourses more broadly. 

This discussion is thus not limited to textiles, but centred on the craft-

design relationship, and how certain assumptions about design and crafts 
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could be questioned through different ontological conceptions of things 

and agencies. The terms design and craft are ambiguous and understood 

in different ways in different cultures and time periods. In this section, we 

clarify how this relationship has shifted through time and changing 

discourses.  

According to Dormer (1997: 219), `to write about’, or even to talk about 

craft with `clarity and coherence’ is difficult. Oakley (2014: 114) states that 

using the word craft always carries a risk for misinterpretation, as craft can 

be  used for ‘a small group of defined activities and their outcomes’, 

instead of a specific approach to making. Similarly, design as a term is often 

a challenge to describe. However, there are many attempts to describe 

both of these terms. Although the primary aim of the article is not to 

compare definitions of craft and design in history, some relevant 

descriptions are briefly outlined in this section to clarify their relationships, 

and how these relations relate to the Anthropocene and to more-than-

human worlds. 

Adamson refers to craft as a ‘way of doing things’ (2009: 4), and a `process 

of making’ (Ibid: 2). Dormer (1997) defines craft from two different angles. 

First, it could mean studio crafts, which he refers to as anyone working 

with a craft medium. Second, he refers to the process of craft, which is the 

process 'over which a person has detailed control’ (Ibid, 1997: 7). Sennett 

(2008: 9) describes craftsmanship as a basic human impulse, the ‘desire to 

do a job well for its own sake’. Campbell (2005: 27) points to the fact that 

it is a shortened version of handicraft, which draws attention to the 

contrast between producing objects by hand and with the aid of a 

machine. Broader definitions suggest craft as 'a dynamic process of 

learning and understanding through material experience’ (Gray and 

Burnett, 2009: 12), ‘a form of embodied knowing that involves materials, 

tools and social communication’ (Groth et al., 2013: 4), or an essentially 

`human and humanising process’ (Bunnell, 2004: 5). 

Design, traditionally referred to as a plan or problem-solving (Simon, 1969) 

is also a diverse field, including unique and creative disciplines. Heskett 

(2005) states that a wide spectrum of the terminology and practice of 

design creates confusion. He claims that activities such as nail design, floral 

design or funeral design serve as an appropriation of the word, to create 

an `aura of competence’ (Ibid: 4). Heskett (Ibid: 5) defines design as ‘the 

human capacity to shape and make our environment in ways without 

precedent in nature, to serve our needs and give meaning to our lives’. 

Glanville (2006) and Jonas (2007) claim design can be considered as the 

primary human activity, while Krippendorff (1989: 9) describes it as 

‘making sense of things’.  
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When describing design as a term, Margolin refers to The Oxford English 

Dictionary, which states that design first appeared as a term in the mid-

16th century as ‘a plan or scheme intended for subsequent execution’ 

(Margolin, 2015: 17). He states that consequently, what humans were 

doing before the 16th century, which led up to the activity called design, 

was known by other names (Ibid). Adamson (2015) criticises that Margolin 

does not mention other words in many other languages that approximate 

to the concept of design. However, as Suchman (2021: 25) suggests, this 

can be understood as careful attention to define the genealogy of the term 

design, ‘specifically located within 16th century Europe, as part of a 

process of decolonising the histories and geographies of making practices’. 

The Separation and Entanglement of Craft and Design  

Design and craft-making are related creative concepts. More-than-human 

perspectives can challenge how craft and design are related, for instance 

through challenging what ‘industry’ means today, and this can lead to 

lifestyles more inclusive of the environment. Collaborations between the 

design and craft fields today demonstrate that these terms suggest new 

possibilities for the future of sustainability. To better understand how craft 

and design terms entangle with each other, it is important to briefly 

discuss the separation of craft from design. This separation is defined as 

`one of the phenomena of the late-twentieth-century Western culture’, 

and its outcomes are defined as `startling’ (Dormer, 1997: 18). 

Craft’s separation from design is directly linked to the emergence of the 

Industrial Revolution, starting in Britain around 1770. Before the Industrial 

Revolution, objects were produced with traditional production methods 

such as handcrafting, using local resources. For example, textiles were 

commonly made from wool and were hand spun to yarns. With the 

spinning wheel and loom invented, cotton became more popular as it was 

quicker to produce. Afterward, machine production and the development 

of industrialisation took over for the artisanal production and some 

handicrafts, which also led to the emergence of the industrial design 

profession (Heskett, 1980). The Industrial Revolution is mainly defined as 

the transition from an agrarian society to an industrial one, as an 

'economic phenomenon’ that led to dramatic changes in the world 

(Hartwell, 1971; More, 2000; Olson and Kenny, 2015).  

Craft and Making from Contemporary Perspectives 

Today, movements in craft-related practices are emerging under the 

influences of sustainability, participatory approaches, social practices and 

community. These contemporary approaches related to craft making, such 

as Do-it-Yourself (DIY), craftivism, repair culture, and the maker 

movement all strengthen interdisciplinary relations.  
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DIY craft originates `from a culture that does not seek professional 

validation within traditional art methodology but rather is motivated by 

joining with others socially in shared, creative activity’ (Stevens, 2009: 52). 

Other extensions such as DIT (Do-It-Together) and DIWO (Do-It-With-

Others) (Fernandez & Iazzetta, 2015) are recent and related terms used to 

define relevant activities. Many other movements related to craft 

`making’, such as maker and craftivism has emerged since. Craftivism as a 

word is made from the combination of craft and activism. This movement 

creates happy, cheerful products in the urban setting. The movement is 

influenced by DIY, and focuses on projects such as teaching knitting 

lessons, crocheting hats for the less fortunate, and sewing blankets for 

abandoned animals (Greer, 2007). In craftivist practices, the process is 

more important than the product itself, and the community participants 

work towards a common goal (Buzsek & Robertson, 2011). 

Design and craft-making both refer to a creation process. The practice of 

making, explained by Hawkins and Price (2018: 14), fabricates our 

relationships to ourselves and others, ‘weaving the textures of our 

individual and collective identities’. Furthermore, making is described as 

fundamental to our being by Carr and Gibson (2016: 297), as ‘we make 

bodies, homes, identities and memories every day’.  

The maker movement emerged with the development of new 

technologies with an influence of DIY, and with a network of people who 

were interested in electronics, coding, 3D printing or other post-industrial 

production methods. With Make magazine starting in 2005, and following 

the introduction of technology-related fairs, the movement created an 

impact in the world. Dougherty, the founder of Make magazine, notes that 

he tries to stay away from the word inventor, and defines maker projects 

as ‘creative applications for new and old technologies, combining 

mechanical, electronic, and digital systems’ (Dougherty & Conrad, 2016: 

48). Although the movement is primarily associated with its relations to 

technological tools and inventions, he also remarks that as humans we 

have always been makers `as cooks preparing food for our families, as 

gardeners, as knitters’ (Dougherty, 2012: 11), or as toolmakers, 

storytellers, tinkerers (Dougherty & Conrad, 2016). 

There are scholars who explore making and craft as a `critical and political 

mode of engagement’ (Lindstrom & Stahl, 2014: 152), with slightly 

different agendas and visions. Critical Making (Ratto, 2011; Hertz, 2015) is 

one of the approaches that tackle these issues, which aims to `turn the 

relationship between technology and society from a “matter of fact” into 

a “matter of concern”’ (Ratto, 2011: 259). Ratto, who initiated critical 

making labs in Europe and Canada, aims to ‘use material forms of 

engagement with technologies to supplement and extend critical 
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reflection and, in doing so, to reconnect our lived experiences with 

technologies to social and conceptual critique’ (Ibid: 253). He suggests that 

people’s lived experiences with technologies often do not ‘match 

descriptions of technological effects, which tend to be either overly 

optimistic or pessimistic’ (Lindstrom & Stahl, 2014: 152). Matt Ratto and 

Garnet Hertz state that critical making is capable of preventing the world 

from repeating itself as it is now (Hertz, 2015), and they stress the 

difference between critical making and making that comes across as 

depoliticised: ‘Cleansing making of its politics takes away this amazing 

opportunity to better understand and exist in the world. It turns the 

making movement into just another way to create an industrial workforce’ 

(Ibid: 51). 

Some studies in craft and making started to consider posthuman, new 

materialist and more-than-human related approaches (Vennatrø & 

Høgseth 2021). Foote and Verhoeven (2019) describe how the maker 

movement claims to promote meaningful change and challenge 

asymmetric power structures, but that it still puts the maker as the 

controller of the material and technological tools. To respond to issues 

related to this, they use ‘new materialist and posthuman theories to 

reposition the maker amongst their materials, tools, and environment’ 

(Ibid: 73), so that the maker can be an equal partner in the process. They 

refer to the interrelation between human and nonhuman, as a reaction to 

humanist frameworks. They criticise such limiting frameworks for failing 

to critically address the influences of late capitalism and its ecological 

consequences. They also point out that the ‘Maker Movement’ is a 

Western movement and often anthropocentric. Consequently, there is still 

potential for addressing making and maker culture from non-

anthropocentric and non-western approaches. The same goes for design, 

craft, and other related practices.  While craft and the maker movement 

provide a strong basis in which to develop a more-than-human perspective 

(Tacchetti et al., 2021), the engagement of design with the more-than-

human still needs further exploration. Studying design and craft 

relationships can facilitate exploring more-than-human perspectives in the 

design field from environmental and ecologically oriented approaches. 

Nature-Culture Divide and Applying Theory to Practice in 

Design and Craft Making 

In this section, we discuss the nature-culture divide with respect to textiles 

and how design and craft could embrace a posthumanist framework. 

Many rational approaches separate humans and nature, and reflect and 

reproduce the nature-culture divide, referred to as ‘bifurcation of nature’ 

(Latour, 2005; Stengers, 2006; Whitehead, 1920). Humans have however 

always lived in an environment, and many ‘nonhumans’ are part of 
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humans’ lives. This leads us to agree with others (Braidotti, 2019; 

Haraway, 2016; Tsing, 2013) that we cannot separate humans from the 

natural world (the global ecology), which also consists of nonhuman 

entities such as trees, nonhuman animals, and geological formations. As 

nonhuman entities form the natural world, we should be treating humans 

as a part of the natural world, instead of separating them. Here, we claim 

that we need a more-than-human approach to design so we can come to 

terms with the Anthropocene and better co-exist with nonhumans and 

that a more-than-human design/craft could overcome the bifurcation of 

nature. When we look at ancient cultures and traditional knowledges, we 

see that there is already a relationship between humans and nature that 

is not binary: by listening to non-binary definitions of nature, we can learn 

to shift our relationship with materials, craft-making and design. For 

instance, the ‘making-with the environment’ approach employed in the 

Phenomenal Dress project (Smitheram & Joseph, 2020) exemplifies how 

posthuman theory from Māori perspectives can relate to materials 

thinking in design studies. In their study, Māori knowledge is listened to, 

together with making-with approaches, by taking the wind not as an 

inspiration but as an entity in the design process. 

Design and craft fields are particularly significant and appropriate for 

challenging dichotomies between culture and nature. For instance, 

posthumanist research is primarily theoretical. There is a particular 

challenge in decentring the human when it emerges out of theoretical 

studies, and this should not be underestimated, especially when 

posthumanist research is used or applied in the field (Pacini-Ketchabaw et 

al., 2016). As the nature/culture divide in Western humanism provides the 

structuring logic for human-centric and anthropocentric practices, it is a 

challenging task to find innovative ways for putting concepts into practice 

(Ibid). Even though there is significant research in the theory of craft and 

design, parts of these fields are based on application and practice. Craft 

and theory, according to Dormer (1997), are like oil and water. Similarly, 

putting the concept of posthumanism into craft, means a practice-based 

approach might be challenging but also necessary in order to put the 

concepts into application. We believe that design and craft-making as 

practices are an opportunity to bridge the theory and practice in 

posthumanist approaches.  

When we take design’s meaning as ‘making sense of (things)’ 

(Krippendorff, 1989: 9), our relationship with things we create come into 

a different understanding, signifying the importance of any object or thing 

that we are surrounded with. Therefore, looking at more-than-human 

elements and relations can bring out many possibilities for design studies 

to make sense of the environment and human-nonhuman 

interdependencies. We have brought up the example of textiles and their 
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motifs to demonstrate how they can be rethought through posthumanist 

approaches such as the more-than-human. These textile motifs 

demonstrate a way to make us consider how we can further a human-

nature relationship that existed for a long time, through non-Western 

perspectives.  

A Future Research Agenda for Craft and Design in More-Than-

Human Worlds 

In this study on more-than-human perspectives in design, we have focused 

on textiles, and more specifically weaving and feltmaking. However, we 

propose that this perspective can be employed to study and work with 

other crafts, as well as other domains. For instance, more-than-human 

frameworks from decolonised perspectives could be employed to engage 

with other materials, or even to develop materials. Such frameworks 

based on flat ontologies could be employed in design studies that relate 

to relations between humans, materials, societies, and natural worlds. For 

future research, textiles and traditional motifs can be researched further 

to see how they relate to more-than-human worlds, and how this relation 

can be employed and engaged within design and craft. Exploring their 

relationships can help rethink the processes and assumptions within 

design and craft theory and practice, to reconsider what they could mean 

in a more-than-human world. In this article, we have shown examples 

from historical textiles; however, a practice-based study on these motifs 

could provide a bridge between posthuman theories and practical studies. 

We hope to encourage designers and makers to develop further examples 

by considering the more-than-human meanings of motifs. 

Although recent studies explore textile design through similar 

frameworks, textile making is not often researched through non-

anthropocentric or post-anthropocentric approaches. In this article, we 

have presented a more-than-human approach focusing on textile making 

and motifs, and symbols used in woven or felted products. For this, we 

have provided examples of the sun, the tree of life, and bird motifs in 

textiles. Nonetheless, there are countless traditional motifs that consist of 

nonhuman entities and human-nonhuman relations that could be 

rethought from more-than-human frameworks. Many traditional motifs 

relate to animals and plants, and many others relate to culture, religion, 

and so on. Further studies on different motifs could be made by reflecting 

on how their meanings can be rethought from more-than-human 

perspectives.  
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Furthermore, other aspects also have importance in shaping the meaning 

and interpretation of textiles and their motifs. For instance, the 

craftsmanship, the colours, the positioning of the motifs, and the usage of 

materials provide different contexts and symbolic meanings to textiles. 

These meanings have not been explored in the article but could be 

discussed by drawing on more-than-human perspectives in future 

research.  

While there are many opportunities to explore craft-design relations 

through a more-than-human lens, we proposed to employ this for textiles, 

with traditional motif examples. However, we acknowledge that there is 

more to explore in this relationship than looking at the motifs. For 

example, the entanglement of patterns and wool fibres could also be 

explored through more-than-human approaches. The process of making 

the felted artefact also involves a non-hierarchical agency between fibres 

and patterns, and the result of the process is blurry, meaning it is not 

certain what will come out of the process, especially in handcrafting 

processes. This could be a starting point for makers and designers to 

involve posthumanist frameworks into the practice of making.  

Additionally, many other case studies could be introduced for future 

research – within and beyond the category of textiles, employing 

posthumanist frameworks in craft-design relationships. Exploring human-

nonhuman collaborations through different elements such as patterns, 

materials, or landscapes, could provide further suggestions to design for 

the post-Anthropocene. 

Concluding Remarks 

In the age of the Anthropocene, this article has highlighted how designers 

should question and rethink what design practices and processes can 

include, and how these can be shifted. A way to deal with this could be by 

considering more-than-human worldviews. In the article, we have 

explored craft-design relationships through non-Anthropocentric and non-

Western frameworks. From Turkish textiles, we exemplified this through a 

handwoven rug, a felted beam and felted cushions that demonstrate 

human-nonhuman relationships. As these textiles and motifs have 

references from nature, we discussed how they can be reconsidered 

through more-than-human worldviews. From the practice and process of 

making, we gave examples from nomadic culture, of motifs with symbolic 

meanings, and how the interweaving of fibres and patterns can be 

considered a more-than-human activity. Furthermore, we have 

encouraged designers and makers to re-explore such motifs from more-

than-human and multispecies perspectives. Against the background of 

these textile examples, we addressed the issue of human-nonhuman 

relationships in design, concentrating on two points. Firstly, we introduced 
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more-than-human perspectives and approaches as a possible way forward 

to answer how humans and nonhumans can better coexist in the 

Anthropocene epoch. Secondly, we suggested more-than-human 

approaches and decolonial design as ways of better approaching the 

nonhuman-human relation in craft-design relationships.  

The study relates to textiles and sustainability issues and proposes a future 

research agenda for furthering such work. It could however also be applied 

to other fields. For example, flat ontological perspectives from non-

Western approaches could be applied in other domains, such as in further 

developing technology-related studies. Things around us that are designed 

by people influence daily life just like natural entities do. How we perceive 

the world and conceive of natural entities could not only affect our 

treatment of the natural world, but it could also change our relations with 

other humans and nonhumans, including the earth, the materials and 

other beings. 
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